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ft. Wendy Rene

After laughter comes tears

We still a fight Babylon
Many miles away but me still no move it
What goes up must come down so them still afraid
It's all about feet and not intellect
Jah love is out of logic more than any high tech
From your heart to your eyes, from your eyes to your
brain
Believe in a better life and no ... up in vein
Can you feel this... we no feel in no pain
Jah love is extra biblical just named after them
One day I know oh we gonna find the way to Zion
One day I know oh we gonna find the way to Zion
[Chorus]
After laughter comes tears - well, sufferation, Babylon
promote every day
After laughter comes tears - ghetto youths will they
find a better way?

I support Che Guevara and the revolution
keep di ??? inna your hearts a di best solution
Well I'm the leader of the shenghen clan
Poppa Albo raggamuffin AKA shenghen don
maccaronian eco a my new slogan
King Tubby and King Selassie them my inspiration
War and poverty, what a frustration
With foot pon the table what a tribulation
[Chorus]

Babylon no like me so me never like them
Judgment inna the west... best best friend
I'm gonna be true to me self until the end
I'm gonna be true to follow Jah until the end
Press the trigger if you feel the flow
If you like it pull it upon...
Press the trigger if you feel the flow
If you like it pull it upon...
[Chorus]
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I support Che Guevara and the revolution
Well I'm the leader of the shenghen clan
Jah the conquering lion
[Chorus]
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